
Write-up by Jerry Colman 

No less than 26 boats from the singled-handed youth-crewed Tera’s of Peter and Alec Cope to                

Mike Wilson’s Flying Fifteen crewed and sometimes helmed by keelboat man Jason Corlett             

competed on a fair but occasionally quite windy Sunday morning at Injebreck in the second               

weekend of the December dinghy racing series sponsored by Bourne Plaice. We were also              

delighted to see the distinctive blue sails of our sponsor Rob Cowell’s Enterprise for the first race                 

although a gear problem sent them ashore for the second. 

The large fleet gathered towards the favoured western end of the start line in the south westerly                 

breeze, all recognising the importance of a clean getaway with a chance of rounding the first mark                 

unimpeded by too many other boats. The urge to break free however put about half the fleet over                  

the line at the first attempt, prompting a General Recall and still about a third over at the second                   

attempt, prompting another start under a black flag, meaning that anyone over the line is               

disqualified from that race and cannot restart. This was sufficiently terrifying to hold the fleet back                

a little and we were off. Most had noticed that the course had been changed between the second                  

and third starts but the more myopic amongst us failed to pick out the change in the blurred                  

shapes on the hut dictating our course and hence sailed a bit further than necessary. It didn’t                 

make much difference, the leading group were well away and establishing a safety zone back to                

the next lot who by then had got away from the rearguard including your correspondent,               

attending as an observer only of course. 

There were tight battles all round the course, with Greg Kelly up front dicing with Dave Batchelor                 

in the theoretically faster RS Aero 9 and Anthony Ellis in the scratch (fastest according to                

handicap) Contender trapeze single-hander. Andrew Dean was up there also in his new Devoti              

Zero and of course the Lasers were battling all through the fleet. Greg however finished up over a                  

minute clear of Andrew Dean on corrected time to take a decisive win.  

The second race also started with a General Recall and then a black flag but a cunning move of the                    

start line prevented the carnage and the race sorted itself out much as before. Greg took the win                  

again from Mike Pridham in the Laser Radial who currently leads the series, from Simon Pressley,                

James Arnold and Ralph Kee all in Laser Standards.  

Thanks to our sponsor Rob Cowell of Bourne Plaice, Keith Poole (assisted by Neil Rawlinson) for                

officiating and the safety boat crew (Jenny Dean and Peter Hoosen-Owen) for their highly              

appreciated assistance.  For pictures and results please visit our website and Facebook page. 

 

 


